
10. Article: Disasters Due to Hubris

Before You Read

Discuss the following questions with a partner before you read the article.

1. Do you know about the disasters of the BP oil spill, Chernobyl, or Hurricane Katrina?
2. What technological disasters do you know about? They could be spacecraft explosions, oil

spills, bridges falling, dams breaking, etc.
3. Who or what was at fault in these disasters?
4. What could be done to prevent future disasters?
5. What are the aftereffects of an oil spill?
6. Skim the next reading. What do you think is the author’s purpose of the text: to inform,

entertain, or to persuade? How will that affect the way you take notes on the reading?

10.1 Vocabulary in Context

Guess the vocabulary in bold using the context.

1. And ultimately a discovery that while technology marches on, concern for safety lags.

2. The common thread — which the new presidential oil spill commission will be looking
for — often is technological arrogance and hubris.

3. Even before the oil spill commission holds its first meeting Monday in New Orleans,
panel co-chairman William Reilly couldn’t help but point out something he’s already
noticed.

4. The technology to clean up after an oil spill "is primitive," Reilly said. "It’s wholly
disproportionate to the tremendous technological advances that have allowed deepwater
drilling to go forward. It just hasn’t kept pace."
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5. At first, everyone worries about risk. Then people get lulled into complacency by
success and they forget that they are operating on the edge, experts who study disasters
say. Corners get cut, problems ignored. Then boom.

6. But the oil industry was so confident in its safety that it used to brag when compared to
another high-tech gold standard: NASA. "They looked more successful than NASA. They
had less mechanical failures."

7. "Obviously none of these systems are fail-safe," Osheroff said. "People don’t spend
enough time thinking about what could go wrong."

8. There have been times when warnings of disaster are heeded. The Y2K computer bug is
noteworthy for prevention, Clarke said.

9. Many people scoffed and criticized the government for making such a big deal of some-
thing that turned out to be a fizzle.

10. People don’t think about them until afterward, he said, and then they say: "You should
have seen that coming."

⌅

Go to the following link for the reading: http://www.nbcnews.com/id/38195968/ns/technology_and_science-
science/t/technologys-disasters-share-long-trail-hubris/

OR

https://phys.org/news/2010-07-technology-disasters-trail-hubris.html

Then come back to answer the questions below.

10.2 Comprehension and Critical Thinking Questions

Answer the following questions according to the article. Discuss your answers with a
partner.

1. According to the article, what are three examples of technological disasters?
(a)

(b)

(c)

2. According to the beginning of the article, what is often a cause of these disasters?

3. What does William Reilly say is a cause of technological disasters?

http://www.nbcnews.com/id/38195968/ns/technology_and_science-science/t/technologys-disasters-share-long-trail-hubris/
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/38195968/ns/technology_and_science-science/t/technologys-disasters-share-long-trail-hubris/
https://phys.org/news/2010-07-technology-disasters-trail-hubris.html
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4. What does Lee Clarke think will happen as technology advances with robots doing more
offshore drilling?

5. What happened in NASA’s Columbia accident?

6. What was the cause of the 2005 refinery explosion?

7. What was an example given of when disaster was prevented?

8. What were people’s reaction to the prevention?

9. What is another reason presented at the end of the article as to why these disasters happen?

10. What are other events and disasters that might be prevented if officials would pay attention
to warning signs?

11. What is another example of a disaster happening due to hubris other than those mentioned
in this article?

⌅
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